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Presentation overview
• NUŠL service
– Facts and overview
• Experiences from operating NUŠL and with GL
– Limits, opportunities, and challenges
• NUŠL in context R&D in the Czech Republic
– Repositories and OA
• Transformation of NUŠL to the new service – repository
– Project
– Typology – a survey among partners
– New approach to the GL
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NUŠL = 
Czech National Repository of Grey Literature
• Project 2008 – 2011
• Nearly 600 000 records (57,8 % in OA)
• Partnership network
• Voluntary (1 exception)
• Acquisition methods
– harvest of other resources
– manual submissions
• 2 landing pages
– central search interface (Elasticsearch)
– repository (Invenio)
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Central search interface (Elasticsearch)
nusl.cz
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Repository interface (Invenio 1.1.2)
repozitar.nusl.cz
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Experiences from operating NUŠL
Limits 
• Outdated Invenio 1   upgrade to Invenio 3, Framework
• MARC21  JSON – new schema
• No validations  reasonable automatic validations
• Repetitive submissions
 interoperability with CZ R&D Sys.
Opportunities
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Experiences with GL
• NUŠL typology = Grey literature
• Not usually registered, not a priority
• Willingness make it public
• Easier solution of copyright
• Specific needs
• Awareness of the term
– Lack of people
– Lack of attention
• Target group
• Limited possibilities for partners institutions
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NUŠL DocumentTypology
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NUŠL documents
What is still grey?
• Calls for a new definition of GL
• “Published“ GL?
• Research data?
• “If everything can be marked as GL then probably 
nothing is GL“ – Savic, 2019
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NUŠL in context R&D in the Czech Republic
• Legislative support
• Technical state of Czech repositories, interoperability
• Limited funding of repositories development
• Limited personal capacity in institutions
• OA, content availability
• Funders policies
• Project - National Centre 
for Information Support 
of Research, Development, 
and Innovation
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Transformation of NUŠL 
• A part of the project funding in 2021 – 2027 
• Cooperation with other institutions
– CESNET – infrastructure
– University of Chemistry and Technology Prague –
development
– Research, Development and Innovation Council –
interoperability
• Service for institutions without their own repository
• Scalable accessibility to files in the new repository
– COAR AccessRights Vocabulary
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First steps of the transformation
• The survey among stakeholders
• Revision of typology 
• Revision of metadata schema
• Designed with regarding
– the NUŠL experience, 
– OpenAIRE Guidelines, COAR, CERIF, 
– Czech R&D Information System
• Upgrade of SW = 1 landing page, new functions,…
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The survey among stakeholders
• Feedback from stakeholders, 
with emphasis on manual submissions
• On typology, accessibility, file formats, 
and participation limits
• Return of the questionnaire 22,6 % out of 96
• Survey weakness – the idea of GL only
• Details in the paper
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I do not know of any
Lack of work capacity
Lack of time
Ambiguities of copyright
Multiple submissions
Other: I have to ask the contact person
in the NTK to exchange a file, I…
Fear of data lost or abuse
Are there any limits to participation in NUŠL? 
If so, which one?
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Certified methodologies, treatment and preservation procedures
Instructions, methodologies, manuals
Annual reports
Magazines (if you publish your own)
Monographs or their chapters
Conference proceedings
Specialized maps
Conference presentation
Small prints (yearbooks, brochures, leaflets, newsletters, periodicals,…
Contributions to conference proceedings
Research reports (research results)
Papers and lectures
Posters
Project progress and final reports
Press Releases
Articles in the published version
Studies
Administrative reports (status, statistical, travel reports)
Articles in the postprint version
Analyzes
Textbooks
Bibliography
Articles in the pre-print version
Review
Abstracts, programs, call for papers
Archaeological and conservation reports
Catalogs of exhibitions and expositions
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What document types would be your institution interested to 
archive in NUŠL, free of charge, in the future, no matter if in OA 
or with restricted access.
New typology
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New
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Typology
• White and grey
• 11 new types, 12 apart of a broader term
Approach
• „GL“ only for professionals
• „Specialized resources“ to others
Service
• Typology makes repository
• Czech National Repository
Thank you!
Questions?
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